Don’t let your
customer run dry of
ink and toner. Ever.
• Orders supplies automatically when needed
• Automated through the cloud
• Resource efficient for you and your customer

This is how
PRISUME works

PRISUME assists
every day

PRISUME - Printer Supplies Management Engine

Your customers printer informs PRISUME about what it needs.

PRISUME is an online, cloudbased networked service that helps you and
your customer order your ink and toner - before you run dry - at your agreed
prices with Despec.

You do not have to worry if your customer receives the right toner or ink cartridge.
The printer informs PRISUME about what it needs - also on LongLifeConsumables
like fuser, drums etc.
PRISUME works with all types of printers.
Most modern printers in a network can be linked to PRISUME.
If your printer is connected to a network through WiFi or cabling
the printer will in all likelyhood be compliant for monitoring.
All major brands manufactures printers that can be monitored
in a network, but if a specific printer for some reason cannot
be monitored you can find a solution with your dealer.
PRISUME supports 98% of printers in the current market.

PRINTER

RESELLER

Your printers are
monitored by PRISUME,
so when the level of ink
or toner in your printers
reach a set threshold an
automatic order is sent
through the cloudbased
PRISUME service - with
instructions to deliver to the
printers location - anywhere
in the Nordic region.

As the reseller you
will still be the primary
contact for printerservice,
hardware renewal,
adjustments of your
customers print solution
and printer fleet.
And for invoicing PRISUME
ordered ink and toners
- at your agreed, normal
price points.

DISTRIBUTØR/
PRODUCENT
When your printer
sends an order Despec
will automatically send
the new ink cartridge or
toner, and will simultaneously advise you about
the order/shipment, so
you can ensure your own
invoicing of the customer.

Short & Sweet:
• Increases customer loyalty • Increases supplies revenue • Increases commercial strength
• reduces/eliminates orderhandling • Better overview > Upsell, crosssell etc.

PRISUME minimises administrative overhead
With PRISUME you can avoid time spent on finding compatible
ink cartridges and toners, searching for price and stock,
administering actual ordering and as an added bonus
minimising binding your working capital on a local ‘mini’-stock
of ink & toners - with the inherent risk of date-expiry and
admin of un-current ink and toners whenever you renew
your hardware.

PRISUME is for all types and sizes of businesses
PRISUME is cloudbased and fully scalable. It makes no difference
for PRISUME if you have 1 or thousands of printers,- PRISUME
still monitors and guaranties delivery on all supported printers.
And because there is no cost for the monitoring of devices
everyone can afford to join - from owner/operator business
to large Nordic business with multiple cross-border locations.
The only pre-requisite is that we can ship the ink or
toner to a business address.

How PRISUME
works – technically
PRISUME is installed as a PRISUME Data Collector Agent that you or your
customer installs on their network.
The agent will then ask the printers in range for a status every 120 minutes. These
status messages are collated and sent to the PRISUME server which in turn calculates
pages printed, consumable spend, expected spend, ordering thresholds and then
dispatches orders for consumables based on set threshold values.
Following this Despec will send the ordered items to the address registered for the
printer and the order will be invoiced as if the purchase had occurred in a normal
webshop commerce transaction.

Short process overview:
1) Install a PRISUME Datacollector Agent
in your network.
2) D
 iscovery Fase – finds all online printers
in your network.
3) D
 ataCollect Fase – receives MIB (Management
Information Base) data from the printer(s).
4) D
 ata Transmit Fase – Data is sent from
PRISUME Datacollector Agent to the
PRISUME Server (cloudbased)
The pre-requisites for this automatically is only that the PRISUME Data Collector Agent
is installed on a PC or server that is online, turned on, and has the Microsoft .NET 3.5
Framework SP1 installed.

Get going with PRISUME
Contact Despec today or send an inquiry to info@prisume.eu

